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ABSTRACT 
An infinite class of conditions known to be satisfied by the diagonal elements of a 
normal matrix with prescribed spectrum is shown to be independent of other known 
conditions satisfied by the diagonal elements but nevertheless insufficient to char- 
acterize the diagonal. 
A long-open question in linear algebra is the relationship between the 
diagonal elements and the eigenvalues of a normal matrix. Let d,, . . . ,d n be 
the diagonal elements of a normal matrix N, A 1,. . . , A, its eigenvalues, and 
take 
d = (dl,...,dJT, x=(A l,4JT 
to be the column vectors formed from the di and the hi. It is quite elementary 
that 
d=SX, (1) 
where S = [(uijj2] is a doubly stochastic matrix of unitary type, that is, its 
entries are the squares of the moduli of the corresponding entries of a unitary 
matrix [ uij]. (In fact, the columns of [uij] are the eigenvectors of N.) This is 
more restrictive than asserting that d = SX with S merely doubly stochastic, 
since (for n 2 3) not every doubly stochastic matrix is of unitary type. 
Given complex numbers d,, . . . , d tl and A,, . . . , A,, the question to be 
addressed in this paper (but not solved) is this: What conditions must the di 
and the hi satisfy in order that they be the diagonal elements and the 
eigenvalues of some normal matrix N? In view of the last paragraph, 
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conditions should first be imposed to ensure that d is a doubly stochastic 
transform of A, then further conditions added to ensure that the doubly 
stochastic transform will be of unitary type. 
Now, conditions to force d to be a doubly stochastic transform of A were 
given by S. Sherman many years ago [5], and recently reworked in [2]. 
Although somewhat awkward to use in individual cases, we shall nevertheless 
assume that Sherman’s conditions have been verified, and now d is known to 
be a doubly stochastic transform of A. What additional conditions have to be 
added to Sherman’s to ensure that the transforming doubly stochastic matrix 
may be taken of unitary type? 
In order to set the scene, we now digress to a brief discussion of singular 
values. If A is a matrix, unitary matrices U and V always exist such that UAV 
is diagonal with real, nonnegative, diagonal elements, called the singular 
values of A. An open question for some years was the nature of the 
relationship between the diagonal elements of a not necessarily diagonal 
matrix and its singular values. If the diagonal elements are numbered so that 
Id,1 2.. . > Id,j, and if si > *. . > s, are the singular values, the necessary 
and sufficient relations are a set of inequalities: 
jdlj+ ... +ld,l Q IAll+ . . . +1&l, l<k<n, (3) 
and 
Id,]+ . . . +ld,_,l-Id,J<sl+ ... +s,_~--s,. (4 
This theorem was found by the present author [7], found again very soon 
thereafter by Sing [6], and partly found by Miranda [unpublished]. 
Now, the singular values of a normal matrix N are the moduli of its 
eigenvalues. And if N is normal, so is zl - N for every complex number z, 
where I is the identity matrix. Applying the singular value-diagonal element 
inequality (4) to zZ - N, we conclude that: 
THEOREM 1. If a rwrrml matrix has diagonal elements d,,. . .,d, and 
eigenvalws XI, . . . , A,, then for evey complex number 2, 
Iz - d,l+ . . . +]a-_,,I-2min{]z-d,],...,]z-d,)) 
,<]z-hi]+ *** + ]z - h,( - 2min{(z - h,], . . . ,Iz - A,(}. (5) 
This theorem was already stated in [7], but no attempt was made there to 
address the two questions to which it immediately leads. These are: (a) is (5) a 
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genuine additional condition, that is, not implied by d = SX with S doubly 
stochastic, and (b) if it is, is it the desired additional condition that 
characterizes the diagonal of a normal matrix with prescribed spectrum? The 
objectives of this paper may now be stated. They are (i) to show that (5) is 
indeed not implied by d = Sh with S doubly stochastic, and (ii) that (5) is 
unfortunately not strong enough to characterize the diagonal of a normal 
matrix. 
To achieve these objectives, we shall produce two 3 x 3 examples. In each, 
we have d = Sh with S a uniquely determined doubly stochastic matrix, not of 
unitary type, so that the di cannot be the diagonal elements of a normal 
matrix with spectrum Xi. In the first example, the condition (5) will fail for at 
least one Z, demonstrating that (5) is not a consequence of d = SX. In the 
second, (5) will hold for every Z, without exception, and this will show that 
d = SA and (5) are inadequate to characterize the diagonal elements of a 
normal matrix with given spectrum. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let Xi, A,, A, be the vertices of an equilateral triangle in 
the complex plane, and put 
Then for z = d, = (A, + X,)/2, the condition (5) fails. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let e be a small positive number, and take S, to be the 
following doubly stochastic matrix: 
For E = 0 this matrix is of unitary type, and in fact we then have sij = uFj, 
where U is this real, orthogonal matrix: 
1 
2 
- 
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However, for e > 0, S, is not of unitary type, since the following necessary 
condition for this property is not satisfied: 
blP21 Y < (s12szz)1’2+ (s&y2. 
(This condition arises from the orthogonality of the first two rows of any 
unitary matrix underlying S,.) 
Take A,= -1, A,= 1, h,=i=( - l)l12. Then, as functions of C, the 
entries of d = S,X are 
d, = d,(c) = $ + ifi - 2r+ i(g - i&f), 
d,=d,(r)=$-ffi + i<g + gz), 
Let 
d, = d3(c) = - + +2e + ia. 
f,(z)= )z - X,l+(z - A,]+]2 - A,( - 2min{)z - X,],(z - X,],]z - As]} 
- (]z - d,l+lz - d,l+lz - d,l - 2min{)z - d,l,lz - d,l,lz - d3)}}. 
We are going to prove that if e is positive and sufficiently small, then A(z) > 0 
for every complex number z, and yet d,, d,, d, are not diagonal elements of 
any normal matrix with eigenvalues A,, A,, A,. This will show that d = SA 
and (5) do not imply that d is the diagonal of a normal matrix with spectrum 
A. Here are the steps in the proof. 
We first show that if K = lOa, q, = 0.001, and c = 10P4, then for every E 
with 0 < E < q,, and every z with I z I >, K, we have f;(z) 3 c. To do this, we 
begin by observing that if a is a complex number with (a] < 1, and if z is in 
polar form, z = reie [r > 1, 8 real], then 
/z-a(=r-cosBRea-sin6Imu+$E (6) 
with an error E satisfying 
1 
IE] G (1 _ l/r)3 * 
This is just an expansion of )z - a] in powers of l/r. (The calculation starts by 
using the law of cosines to express (z - a( in terms of ]z] and (a I.) 
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Now, if the complex plane is divided into regions according to the hi and 
di nearest z (for fixed c), it will be found that there are nine regions (eight 
when e = 0), of which six are unbounded and one (for small nonzero e) is 
bounded but extends far from the origin. In each of these six or seven regions, 
f;(z) takes a different form. Applying the expansion (6) to each term in x(z), 
it is possible in a routine way to show that f;(z) > c if (z( > K, for all e < ea. 
This proves our first assertion. 
Next, let 
A =UDU*, (7) 
where D = diag( h r, h,, hs). This matrix A is normal, and also complex 
symmetric. Its diagonal elements are d,(O), d,(O), dJ0). One may directly 
verify that if z = d,(O), or if z = d,(O), or if z = d JO), then f&z) > 0. We now 
show that fo( z) > 0 for all other z. 
To do this, we fix z and note that Z? = zZ - A has nonzero diagonal 
elements. Let 
A = diag(e”*, e”fl, ei’) 
be diagonal and unitary, with the angles a, p, y so chosen that 
C=AB 
has its two diagonal elements of largest moduli real and positive, and its 
diagonal element of smallest modulus real and negative. Let yi, ys, y3 be these 
diagonal elements of C, and let sr > s2 >, ss be the singular values of C. Then 
fO( z) >, 0 is the same as 
IYII+lY21- IY3I G s1+ s2 - s37 (8) 
and by the first theorem of [7] this is true. So h(z) > 0. Moreover, if fo(z) = 0, 
we would have equality in (8). But, by the proofs of Lemmas 3, 4, and 5 of 
[7], this would mean that C is Hermitian. Stating this fact in terms of ZZ - A, 
we see that fa(z) = 0 with .z not a diagonal element of A implies that 
eiaa r2 = etPaz, , elnar3 = elYa3r , eiPa 23 = e2ya32 , (9) 
for certain angles a, /?, y, 
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We have explicit values for aI2 = azl, al3 = as1, az3 = as2, found from 
(7). The equations (9) yield three congruences (mod 27~) for a, /I, y, leading to 
a= -arga,, - arga,, +arga, (modr), 
p= -arga,,+arga,,-arga,,(moda), 
y’ argalz-arga13 - arga, (mod r). 
Here, a = - arg(z - d,) mod 7~, j3 = - arg(z - d2) mod rr, y = - arg(z - da) 
mod r, and so these conditions force z to lie at the intersection of three 
straight lines, through d, with inclination - a, through d, with inclination 
- p, and through d, with inclination - y. But it will be found that these 
three lines do not have a common intersection point. A contradiction has 
resulted from the assumption f,(z) = 0. 
Thus, for all z, we have h(z) > 0. Let c, be the minimum of h(z) on the 
compact set IzJ < K; then f&z) >, c, > 0. Furthermore, 
is a continuous function of z, and since c, > 0, there exists a value ~6 > 0 such 
that 
min min f;(z)>-gc,>O. 
0 d C $ Eb (ZIG K (LO) 
Now, take e to be any value with 0 < E < min(e,, rb). For this e, and for 
every z, we infer from (10) and from f;(z) >, c for Iz( > K, that 
fc(z)>min($c,,c)>O. 
For this value of c: we thus have x(z) > 0 for every z, and yet the entries of 
d = S,X are not the diagonal entries of any normal matrix with spectrum X, 
since S, is not of unitary type and is the only doubly stochastic matrix S for 
which d = Sk 
THEOREM 2. Whik (5), for all complex numbers z, is a necessary 
condition to be satisfied by the diagonal elements and eigenvalues of a 
rwnnul matrix, and is a condition not implied by d = SX, S doubly stochastic, 
it is not a sujj%&ntly strong supplement to d = SA to characterize the 
diagonal elements of a normal matrix with prescribed spectrum. 
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The geometry underlying (5) seems very well hidden. Even in the 3 X 3 
case, where a geometrical discussion of the diagonal of a normal matrix was 
given by Williams [9], the geometry of (5) is far from evident. Other papers, 
somewhat similar in spirit to our discussion above, are by Lerer [3] and by 
Au-Yeung and Poon [l]. See also Poon [4]. 
The inequalities (3) which seem to have been ignored, are in fact a 
consequence of d = SA, and indeed one may also deduce jz - d, I+ . . * + Iz 
- d,J < Iz - A,I+ . . . +(z - A,( for all k and all complex z, where the 
numbering of the di and the h, now depends on .z. 
REMARK. The above Theorem 2 constitutes a solution of the research 
problem posed in [S]. 
Preparation of this paper was partly supported by an AFOSR grant. 
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